“Treatment” of Intersex Children as a Special Medical Procedure

Skye O’Dwyer*  

In Australia each year intersex children undergo invasive, identity-affecting, life-changing medical procedures. While some of these procedures are essential to save the child’s life, most are simply to ensure that the intersex child’s genitals are philologically either male or female. This article argues that this practice is wrong for the following reasons: these procedures should be recognised as Special Medical Procedures that require the oversight of the Family Court; psycho-social motivation, based on a binary conception of sex, is outdated and discriminatory; and the Family Court does not approve this sort of invasive surgery when asked to do so for transgender teens. Medical practitioners who perform these operations on intersex children expose themselves to criminal and civil liability. The best approach is to leave intersex children’s bodies alone and allow them to make decisions about their sexual morphology when they attain competence.

INTRODUCTION

Each year in Australia there are potentially hundreds of children that undergo highly invasive, identity-affecting and life-changing sex surgery. Most of these children are under the age of two. While some of these operations are essential to save the child’s life, many are for psycho-social reasons to ensure that the intersex child’s genitals are philologically either male or female and parental discomfort is alleviated. These operations are usually seen as an emergency and done with the permission of the child’s parents. This article argues that this practice is wrong. It is wrong because the level of intervention on the child’s body should properly be seen as a Special Medical Procedure (SMP) and as such requires the oversight of the Family Court. Further, the underlying psycho-social motivations, based on a binary conception of sex, are outdated and, indeed, discriminatory under Australian law. Finally, it is wrong because the Family Court does not approve the sort of extreme and invasive surgery that is being routinely performed on intersex children under the age of two to transgender children. This article suggests that medical practitioners who perform these operations on intersex children, in the absence of a life-threatening complication or without the approval of the Family Court under SMPs, expose themselves to criminal and civil liability. It concludes that the best approach to intersex children is to leave them alone and allow them to make decisions about their sexual morphology when they attain competence.

The following argument is in three parts. The first sets out the definitions of intersex and establishes the frequency and justifications of surgery on intersex children in Australia. It is shown that psycho-social concerns relating to sex and gender ambiguity strongly motivate medical practitioners and parents. It is also shown that intersex adults who have been operated on as children manifest considerable hardship, resentment and dissatisfaction with their bodies and identities. The second part argues that medical procedures on intersex children should be classified as SMPs as derived from Secretary, Department of Health and Community Services v JWB and SMB (Marion’s Case). This part utilises examples from the intersex cases that have been brought to the Family Court under this jurisdiction, with particular attention to the case of Re A, in order to show that the Family Court has in fact already found sex-affecting procedures performed on intersex children to fall within SMPs. The
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final part discusses the recognition of intersex as a status of sex under Australian law, and the legal acceptance that sex need not be identified as necessarily male or female. It argues that the concept of binary sex is socially and legally outdated, and therefore any psycho-social reasons given for continuing to perform medical and surgical interventions on intersex children are no longer relevant.

**INTERSEX CHILDREN, SURGERY AND CONSEQUENCES**

In October 2013, the Australian Senate Community Affairs References Committee released its second report on its investigation into involuntary or coerced sterilisation. Entitled *Involuntary or Coerced Sterilisation of Intersex People in Australia*, the report included 15 recommendations for the protection of people diagnosed with intersex conditions at birth or later in life. Although the report contained several recommendations that courts or similarly empowered legal bodies be much more involved in decisions to assign sex to intersex children, the status quo remains. There has been no action by federal or State Parliaments, no court involvement in decision-making, and no change in medical practice. Follow-up discussion in the Senate in March 2014 was attended only by the senatorial speakers, and the audience contained only two intersex activist organisation representatives who had been invited to attend due to their involvement in numerous submissions to the Inquiry.

Political interest in the matter seems to have dissipated, but parents and medical practitioners continue to make decisions about sex assignment: surgical, medical, and pharmaceutical intervention into a fundamental facet of the self-identity of children, and the adults they will grow to become, with no, or extremely little, oversight by courts. In Australia, it appears, the law has not formally found this to be inappropriate.

“Intersex” as a term has no singular accepted definition – indeed there is not even a consensus on whether the term should be used at all. The context of the term’s use can, but need not always, dictate the meaning. The most significant contexts for the use of the term “intersex” are social, legal, and medical.

OII Australia, a leading Australian intersex activism and advocacy organisation, provides a functional definition that encapsulates the social understanding of intersex:

Intersex is a term that relates to a range of congenital physical traits or variations that lie between ideals of male and female … it is a spectrum or umbrella term, rather than a single category.

Although the medical community has shifted to predominant use of the term “disorders of sex development” (DSD), it is the non-clinical term “intersex” that is most popularly recognised and

---
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preferred by the majority of intersex advocates and intersex people. For that reason, the term intersex is used here despite it not appearing in any court judgments to date.9

Every year in Australia 30010 children are likely to be born with one or more of the 30-5011 medically defined varieties of intersex. Some indications that a child is intersex can be recognised by medical professionals from birth or even prenatally.12 Others are not visibly detectable in infancy; some are never visibly detectable; and some are never detected at all.13 Physical indicators found in two of the most common types of intersex – congenital adrenal hyperplasia and androgen insensitivity syndrome – can include a child being born with genitals that are visibly “neither wholly female nor wholly male”.14 Such a visible expression of intersex is termed “ambiguous genitalia”15 or “atypical sex characteristics”.16 The need to “rectify” this ambiguity of genitals was historically perceived as a medical emergency, and procedures to “normalise” the bodies of these children were collectively termed “sex assignment”. To this day sex assignment remains an accepted medical “treatment” for intersex children with any degree of genital ambiguity.17

Other medical responses to intersex range from simply monitoring the condition, through hormonal and medical manipulation, to surgical intervention that does not amount to sex assignment,
as well as any combination of these options.\textsuperscript{18} When surgery is used to “treat” intersex, it is most often performed shortly after birth or around puberty.\textsuperscript{19} In some cases medicine intervenes both at birth to correct a perceived bodily flaw – most usually ambiguous or atypical genitalia – with follow up to support and/or expand the correction approaching and at puberty.\textsuperscript{20} For some this follow up includes further surgery; in some cases intervention is of a less intrusive but equally physically interactive nature; in almost all detected cases there is some degree of hormonal medication prescribed, often for the remainder of the child’s lifetime.\textsuperscript{21} Whether amounting to an entire sex assignment or otherwise affecting the sex or genitals of an intersex child, medical “treatment” of intersex constitutes a problematic intrusion on the bodies of children.

In their 2013 submissions to the Senate Committee investigation on the state of intersex medical “treatment” in Australia, both the Australian Paediatric Endocrine Group\textsuperscript{22} and the Royal Children’s Hospital Melbourne (RCHM)\textsuperscript{23} confirmed that procedures on intersex children are being undertaken in Australia.\textsuperscript{24} The RCHM reported that it conducts “one to two gonadectomies a year on infants with undescended testicles”, and “10 to 15 genital reconstruction operations a year, often on girls under the age of two”.\textsuperscript{25} However, the number of surgeries actually conducted on children with intersex conditions is likely to be much higher, and it is unlikely that they are only being conducted within Victoria.\textsuperscript{26} Netwerk DSD, the world’s largest response study on intersex outcomes, reported that by the age of 12, 87-91% of medically identified intersex children have been subject to at least one sex-affecting surgery.\textsuperscript{27} Some children are subject to a dozen or more.\textsuperscript{28} In a 2015 study conducted on intersex people in Australia, Jones et al reported that 60% of self-identified intersex respondents had been subject to invasive medical procedures, with 115 genital surgeries reported by the 272 respondents.\textsuperscript{29}

In 2010, Vidal et al reported that feminising surgery as “treatment” for intersex most commonly occurs between two and six months of age,\textsuperscript{30} and masculinising surgery between six and 24 months.\textsuperscript{31} The Jones et al study confirmed the validity of this assertion to Australian practice, in that 45 of the
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reported 115 surgeries were conducted while the child was aged five years or below.\textsuperscript{32} Lee et al assert: “The general consensus for the timing of surgical reconstruction in [intersex] patients … remains in the first year of life based on family, patient and surgeon preference.”\textsuperscript{33} The studies on which they base this conclusion, however, only reference feminising surgery for Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia (CAH)\textsuperscript{34} and certainly do not involve “patient … preference” in cases in which the patient is too young to communicate, or perhaps even to have, a preference on the matter. It seems that the preference of medical professionals, which in turn can heavily influence what parents perceive to be their own preference,\textsuperscript{35} is of paramount consideration in deciding whether surgery, or other medical intervention, will be conducted on intersex infants.\textsuperscript{36}

Matters affecting the decision to “treat” intersex children also include risk of parental rejection,\textsuperscript{37} embarrassment, social disadvantage and social stigma relating to ambiguity of genitalia.\textsuperscript{38} “Treatment” protocols call for balance in consideration of psycho-social factors and “leaving options open for the child’s future autonomy and self-determination”\textsuperscript{39} yet also assert that all intersex children should be assigned a gender, even if medical or surgical intervention to confirm that assignment is not pursued.\textsuperscript{40} By insisting on a gender assignment, medical professionals send a clear message to parents that it is not appropriate for children to identify, or to remain identifiable, as intersex. Even in the absence of bodily interference to confirm that gender assignment, the requirement that all children be labelled as male or female implies a social, if not a medical, urgency, and prioritises social acceptance over self-identification.

Outcome studies have largely focused on the issue of self-identification, and suggest that medical intervention can create the very problems it claims to seek to avoid. The primary outcome measure addressed in medical literature is “satisfaction with assigned sex”, measured in terms of: psychological acceptance of the assigned sex; satisfaction with sexual function; and satisfaction with body image.\textsuperscript{41} The few available studies that specifically investigate the outcomes of medical intervention on intersex children indicate that dissatisfaction with assigned sex is as high as 40\% by adulthood.\textsuperscript{42} There is a high frequency of significant dissatisfaction with the medical and/or surgical treatment provided (up to 56.1\% dependant on type of intersex condition and sex of rearing) and, conversely, intersex persons who have not been subjected to medical procedures report significant satisfaction with having avoided intervention.\textsuperscript{43} Dissatisfaction with the physical aesthetics (up to 47.1\%) and sexual function (up to 40\%) has also been recorded,\textsuperscript{44} and it has been found that “[s]ensitivity is decreased in genital areas..."
where feminizing genitoplasty has been done”.

It is clear that the potential for negative physical and psychological outcomes is significant, and the impact of medical intervention on intersex children can be both severe and enduring.

Intersex is a contentiously defined status, and the protocols of the medical community in defining it as a “disorder” continue to self-justify surgery on intersex children in Australia. Many procedures conducted on intersex children are driven by psycho-social concerns relating to sex and gender ambiguity, which appear to strongly motivate medical practitioners and parents. Emphasis should instead be placed on the perspectives of intersex adults who have been operated on as children, many of whom manifest considerable hardship, resentment and problems of identity. When these perspectives are accounted for within existing legal frameworks, it is apparent that doctors and parents should not be acting alone in authorising such procedures on intersex children. A mechanism for such consideration already exists under Australian law.

INTERVENTION ON INTERSEX CHILDREN IS A SPECIAL MEDICAL PROCEDURE

Quite simply, medical procedures on intersex children should be classified as SMPs, as derived from Marion’s Case. Examination of the intersex cases that have been brought to the Family Court shows that the Court has in fact already found sex-af fecting procedures performed on intersex children to fall within SMPs.

In Marion’s Case, McHugh J stated that “[a]t common law … every surgical procedure is an assault unless it is authorised, justified or excused by law”. Under criminal law, assault is an offence, and under civil law the equivalent trespass to the person (battery) is a tortious act. Both criminal law and tort allow consent as a defence to certain degrees of assault. In the medical context, because of the potential for significant damage to be suffered by patients not only physically but also psychologically, emotionally, economically, and socially, consent means more than merely agreeing to have one’s body interfered with. Medical treatment that is intrusive upon the person must only be conducted with informed consent.

It is a legislated requirement as well as best practice that medical practitioners ensure that informed consent is given to all medical procedures, including but not limited to surgical procedures. It is also a requirement that consent is given by the party whose scope of powers permits them to provide valid consent.

A patient who is a legal adult and who otherwise has capacity to make decisions of a medical nature can give consent for themself. A patient who is under the age of 18, or 16 in jurisdictions
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that have enacted legislation permitting decision-making from that age,\textsuperscript{56} does not have the legal capacity to provide consent for procedures unless they can demonstrate “\textit{Gillick competence}”. \textit{Gillick} competence refers to the standard of maturity and understanding – of the decision or decisions to be made, as well as of any potential outcome or outcomes of those decisions – that is required for a child to make medical decisions on their own authority.\textsuperscript{57} \textit{Gillick} competence was adopted in \textit{Marion’s Case}, and remains a relevant consideration to any case involving consent for medical procedures on a child.\textsuperscript{58} If a child is \textit{Gillick} competent, they can provide informed consent themselves. If the child has not attained \textit{Gillick} competence, consent can instead be given by a legal guardian, usually the child’s parent or parents. Any person providing consent for a child in this way must act in the child’s best interests.\textsuperscript{59}

However, there are some medical procedures for which legal guardians cannot provide consent – these are termed “\textit{Special Medical Procedures}”. The term derives from the case of \textit{Re Alex: Hormonal Treatment for Gender Identity Dysphoria},\textsuperscript{60} but the same procedures are described in \textit{Marion’s Case} as a “special case”,\textsuperscript{61} in \textit{Re Jamie} as “medical procedures requiring court authorisation”,\textsuperscript{62} and in the \textit{Family Law Rules 2004 (Cth)} as an “application for a medical procedure”.\textsuperscript{63} By whatever name they are known, SMPs for children are seated within the jurisdiction of the Family Court of Australia, operating within its welfare jurisdiction under s 67ZC of the \textit{Family Law Act 1975 (Cth)}.

In \textit{Marion’s Case}, the High Court set out clear requirements for the categorisation of a medical act as an SMP. The majority held that there are some medical procedures to which parents are not able to give consent, as they fall outside the scope of parental power. The analysis of the specific procedure proposed, namely removal of Marion’s reproductive organs, firmly established that sterilisation of children other than for immediately life-saving purposes requires court consent. If a medical procedure conducted on an intersex child involves the complete removal of viable or potentially viable reproductive material, it is therefore an SMP by virtue of being a sterilisation procedure.

The decision regarding the scope of parental power in \textit{Marion’s Case} has broader application,\textsuperscript{64} and set down the circumstances under which consent to a medical procedure that does not constitute sterilisation will also fall outside the scope of parental power. To qualify as an SMP the proposed action must be invasive, irreversible and major; it must be non-therapeutic; it must carry a significant risk of a wrong decision being made, either as to the child’s competence or as to their best interests; and the likely consequences if a wrong decision is made must be grave.\textsuperscript{65}

Subsequent decisions of the Family Court have elaborated on these criteria, and explored the evolving meanings of the qualifying terms, with particular emphasis on differentiating between
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Although the medical profession contends that this categorisation is a purely medical prerogative, there is a strong argument that the nature of medical procedures on intersex children as therapeutic or otherwise within a legal context is instead a matter for legal determination, under advice from expert medical consultants where solicited. It is clear from case law on SMPs that the Family Court expends some effort considering the classification of individual medical procedures as therapeutic or non-therapeutic on a legal basis, and therefore does not find purely medical categorisation necessarily determinative.

The legal definition provided by the majority in Marion’s Case is that a therapeutic procedure is one utilised “to treat some malfunction or disease”, but in his dissenting judgment Brennan J added that the therapeutic category should include procedures “administered for the chief purpose of preventing, removing or ameliorating a cosmetic deformity, a pathological condition or a psychiatric disorder”. Brennan J also suggested that a procedure must be “appropriate for and proportionate to the purpose for which it is administered” in order to be considered therapeutic. More recently, in Re Jamie, Bryant CJ appears to have aligned the definition of therapeutic to that given by Brennan J as “treatment in response to a disorder, even a psychological or psychiatric one”.

The use of the terminology of “disorder” by Brennan J and subsequently Bryant CJ has given the medical profession a perception of ownership over the determination of “therapeutic”. Within medical literature “intersex” has been perceived as a pejorative term, and since 2006 the majority of medical literature instead uses the term “disorders of sex development”. The originating definition of the newly coined term provided that “disorders of sex development” (DSD) is defined by congenital conditions in which development of chromosomal, gonadal, or anatomic sex is atypical. The label “disorders of sex development” is the subject of scholarly debate and research, as well as an attempted softening to “differences of sex development”, designed to maintain the same initials DSD. More recently, commentators on the subject – largely outside the medical profession – have adopted the terminology “variations of sex anatomy”, used to mean either “intersex” broadly or to refer to “ambiguous genitalia” more specifically. Presently, there does not appear to be any ill-feeling

66 The terms “therapeutic” and “non-therapeutic” have a mixed history within the Family Court, with several judges preferring not to use this terminology. Even in Secretary, Department of Health and Community Services v JWB and SMB (Marion’s Case) (1992) 175 CLR 218, 250, the majority judges stated: “We hesitate to use the expressions ‘therapeutic’ and ‘non-therapeutic’, because of their uncertainty. But it is necessary to make the distinction, however unclear the dividing line may be.” Whether used universally or otherwise, “therapeutic” remains a useful term in considering the principles it intends to project.
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towards this terminology from intersex advocates, but the medical profession has not shown any signs of adopting terminology that is less clinicalised than their preferred “disorders of sex development”. The medical profession’s insistence on utilising its own terminology for conditions that have broad social, legal, and personal impacts, in addition to any medical aspects, is symptomatic of its wider approach to intersex as a whole.

Notwithstanding the ongoing debate, the persistent use of the “disorder” terminology has allowed medicine to assert that any and all purported “treatment” for intersex is necessarily therapeutic, and therefore does not fall within judicial consideration of SMPs. The simple fact that the Court continues to examine the characterisation of procedures as therapeutic and non-therapeutic despite medical classification of other so-called “disorders” suggests that medical nomenclature should not be taken at face value where there is evidence to the alternative nature of any given condition. In addition, the Court must consider whether a procedure is non-therapeutic by virtue of being “performed as a matter of routine for religious or social purposes”. Naming intersex a “disorder” is not enough to escape the scope of SMPs; it is also essential that it is conducted for physical or psychiatric health, and not for social inclusion or parental comfort.

Some intersex conditions, including CAH, can involve life-threatening symptoms such as salt-wasting, which requires immediate medical attention in order for the child to survive. Other conditions, such as epispadias, cloacal exstrophy, and cryptorchidism, may feature physical symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood. Clearly, medical intervention for these conditions – provided it is limited to symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood. Clearly, medical intervention for these conditions – provided it is limited to symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood.

Notwithstanding the ongoing debate, the persistent use of the “disorder” terminology has allowed medicine to assert that any and all purported “treatment” for intersex is necessarily therapeutic, and therefore does not fall within judicial consideration of SMPs. The simple fact that the Court continues to examine the characterisation of procedures as therapeutic and non-therapeutic despite medical classification of other so-called “disorders” suggests that medical nomenclature should not be taken at face value where there is evidence to the alternative nature of any given condition. In addition, the Court must consider whether a procedure is non-therapeutic by virtue of being “performed as a matter of routine for religious or social purposes”. Naming intersex a “disorder” is not enough to escape the scope of SMPs; it is also essential that it is conducted for physical or psychiatric health, and not for social inclusion or parental comfort.

Some intersex conditions, including CAH, can involve life-threatening symptoms such as salt-wasting, which requires immediate medical attention in order for the child to survive. Other conditions, such as epispadias, cloacal exstrophy, and cryptorchidism, may feature physical symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood. Clearly, medical intervention for these conditions – provided it is limited to symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood.

Notwithstanding the ongoing debate, the persistent use of the “disorder” terminology has allowed medicine to assert that any and all purported “treatment” for intersex is necessarily therapeutic, and therefore does not fall within judicial consideration of SMPs. The simple fact that the Court continues to examine the characterisation of procedures as therapeutic and non-therapeutic despite medical classification of other so-called “disorders” suggests that medical nomenclature should not be taken at face value where there is evidence to the alternative nature of any given condition. In addition, the Court must consider whether a procedure is non-therapeutic by virtue of being “performed as a matter of routine for religious or social purposes”. Naming intersex a “disorder” is not enough to escape the scope of SMPs; it is also essential that it is conducted for physical or psychiatric health, and not for social inclusion or parental comfort.

Some intersex conditions, including CAH, can involve life-threatening symptoms such as salt-wasting, which requires immediate medical attention in order for the child to survive. Other conditions, such as epispadias, cloacal exstrophy, and cryptorchidism, may feature physical symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood. Clearly, medical intervention for these conditions – provided it is limited to symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood.

Notwithstanding the ongoing debate, the persistent use of the “disorder” terminology has allowed medicine to assert that any and all purported “treatment” for intersex is necessarily therapeutic, and therefore does not fall within judicial consideration of SMPs. The simple fact that the Court continues to examine the characterisation of procedures as therapeutic and non-therapeutic despite medical classification of other so-called “disorders” suggests that medical nomenclature should not be taken at face value where there is evidence to the alternative nature of any given condition. In addition, the Court must consider whether a procedure is non-therapeutic by virtue of being “performed as a matter of routine for religious or social purposes”. Naming intersex a “disorder” is not enough to escape the scope of SMPs; it is also essential that it is conducted for physical or psychiatric health, and not for social inclusion or parental comfort.

Some intersex conditions, including CAH, can involve life-threatening symptoms such as salt-wasting, which requires immediate medical attention in order for the child to survive. Other conditions, such as epispadias, cloacal exstrophy, and cryptorchidism, may feature physical symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood. Clearly, medical intervention for these conditions – provided it is limited to symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood.

Notwithstanding the ongoing debate, the persistent use of the “disorder” terminology has allowed medicine to assert that any and all purported “treatment” for intersex is necessarily therapeutic, and therefore does not fall within judicial consideration of SMPs. The simple fact that the Court continues to examine the characterisation of procedures as therapeutic and non-therapeutic despite medical classification of other so-called “disorders” suggests that medical nomenclature should not be taken at face value where there is evidence to the alternative nature of any given condition. In addition, the Court must consider whether a procedure is non-therapeutic by virtue of being “performed as a matter of routine for religious or social purposes”. Naming intersex a “disorder” is not enough to escape the scope of SMPs; it is also essential that it is conducted for physical or psychiatric health, and not for social inclusion or parental comfort.

Some intersex conditions, including CAH, can involve life-threatening symptoms such as salt-wasting, which requires immediate medical attention in order for the child to survive. Other conditions, such as epispadias, cloacal exstrophy, and cryptorchidism, may feature physical symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood. Clearly, medical intervention for these conditions – provided it is limited to symptoms that require immediate surgical attention in order for the child to survive, or to function adequately in childhood.
However, medical intervention purely for the purposes of “normalising” a child’s physiological representation of sex is more accurately ascribed to “social purposes”. The RCHM provided the Senate Inquiry with three grounds for continued early surgical intervention on intersex children’s bodies even when their lives were not at risk: “satisfactory/good anatomical and cosmetic outcomes” when surgery is conducted in early childhood; “potential negative impacts … of psychosexual wellbeing” when surgery is delayed until the child is able to provide their own input to the decision; and “the clinical experience that surgery undertaken in teenagers is actually more difficult”. These grounds appear to support the concept that psycho-social outcomes are valued above concerns for physical integrity, sexual identity, and risk of negative outcomes for the intersex infant. Medical procedures conducted with these motivations should be found to be non-therapeutic.

If it is accepted that non-urgent medical procedures on intersex children are non-therapeutic, the remaining determinative factors of SMP must then also be considered. Medical procedures conducted on intersex children are also almost certainly invasive, irreversible and major as they involve significant changes surgically, medically and pharmaceutically made to the bodies of children in ways that can only be undone by further invasive procedures. Tissues are discarded in surgical sex assignment that are irretrievable; other medical procedures stretch and reshape tissues in ways that are not able to be undone without surgery; changes are made to the shape and function of the body via hormonal means that do not revert if the hormonal medication is stopped.

Furthermore, while there is no risk of wrong decisions being made about the competence of intersex children under the age preferred by surgeons for surgical intervention (two years old), there is proven risk of inappropriate, or incorrect, sex selection, which can only be deemed to be contrary to the best interests of the child. The consequences of a wrong decision can include the outcomes of those same risks, namely persistent and intrusive dissatisfaction with sex, but also unhappiness with physical appearance and functionality. In some cases, it can also result in sterilisation, which is not only grave in itself but the impact can stretch beyond dissatisfaction into grave psychological damage. Some intersex persons report clinically diagnosable trauma as a result of medical interventions, and grief at the loss of bodily integrity. As Creighton observes: “Adult patients are unhappy and feel mutilated and damaged by surgery performed on them as young children, however worthy the clinician’s motives.”

“Treatment” of intersex is predominantly non-therapeutic: it is invasive, irreversible and major; it carries significant risk of wrong decisions being made about the short and long-term interests of the child involved; and the consequences of those wrong decisions can be particularly grave. Application of the requirements for SMPs appears to clearly demonstrate that medical “treatment” of intersex children should require court authorisation, but the reasons why Australian law has failed to intervene to protect the bodies of children from surgical and hormonal intervention designed to allocate them a
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physical sex are far less clear. Although the Family Court has reported judgments on six cases involving a total of seven intersex children, only one case involved a child whose age fell within the medically preferred timeframe for surgical sex assignment. Five of the six cases were requests for the removal of internal testicular tissues only, without accompanying “genital normalisation” or otherwise sex-affecting surgery. In these five cases, the Court found that the risk of cancer inherent in internal testes rendered, or contributed to rendering, the procedures in the child’s best interests, although the cancer risk did not in itself render the proposed “treatments” therapeutic. As a result, in two cases the proposed “treatments” were deemed SMPs; in one case the “treatment” proposed was found to be therapeutic on other grounds, as well as not to be invasive or major; and in the fourth case it was found that there was no risk of parental conflict with the best interests of the child, and the risk of cancerous malignancy was so severe that parental consent was deemed to be sufficient. In all six cases any required future follow-up medical procedures were also pre-authorised.

In the most recent case, Forrest J was invited to make a finding on the submission that court authorisation was not required for sterilisation-type procedures on intersex children. The Court was asked to authorise procedures to remove all gonadal tissue from Carla, a five-year-old intersex child who had already undergone surgical procedures to feminise genitals that were medically considered ambiguous at birth. Those “feminising” procedures had already been conducted without submission to the Court, and no discussion was raised as to the validity of parental authority for those procedures. Contrary to the earlier finding in Re Lesley, Forrest J held that the procedures that the Court had been asked to authorise, those removing gonadal material, similarly required no submission to or authorisation from the Family Court. Forrest J made no comment on the earlier “feminising” surgeries, seemingly accepting that such procedures were unquestionably within the authority of parents to authorise. The sole concern of the Court was whether removal of Carla’s gonadal tissue “fell ‘squarely within the principles enunciated in Marion’s case’”. Forrest J concluded that the proposed surgical procedure, and any follow-up medical or surgical procedures, were best classified as therapeutic. Re Carla signals a regression in the Court’s understanding of the needs of intersex children, and the adults they will grow into.

Decades earlier, in the judgment on the single case that authorised genital-affecting surgery, Re A, the Family Court accepted that the surgery requested did require court authorisation, was not merely therapeutic, and was in the child’s best interests. However, that case concerned a child who was
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undergoing surgery that amounted not to a sex assignment, but to a sex reassignment. The child in question was born intersex and assigned female at birth in a process that included genital surgery, with no oversight from the Court. During A’s childhood, she did not receive adequate doses of the hormonal medication prescribed to maintain her appearance and pubertal progression as female, and her body virilised as puberty commenced.\(^\text{116}\) A grew at a rate more expected of a boy, her body shape became more masculine, and her external genitals began to look more like male genitalia.\(^\text{117}\) A reported that she “felt like a boy”.\(^\text{118}\) An application was made to the Court to medically reassign A from the female genital appearance she had been given to the male appearance her body had adopted and was continuing to develop. As a result, despite featuring as an intersex child, the medical and surgical procedures requested and the effect on A’s self and legal identities are more strongly analogous to the existent transgender cases than to the other intersex cases. It demonstrates that that the sex/gender identity and medical categorisation of the child applicant appears to hold stronger influence over the Court than does the actual procedure that is the subject of the application. It also shows that the principles applying to SMP transgender cases are applicable to intersex children, potentially to the point of rendering them indistinguishable. The legal similarities between sex reassignment in transgender children and so-called sex assignment of intersex children are so compelling that even the Family Court has struggled to enunciate the difference.\(^\text{119}\)

Medical procedures on intersex children should be classified as SMPs as defined in \textit{Marion’s Case}. Intersex cases that have been brought to the Family Court have already found sex-affecting procedures performed on intersex children to fall within SMPs. The Family Court’s determination that sterilisation-type procedures on intersex children necessarily serve a therapeutic function and therefore do not require court authorisation is patently inconsistent with other applications of the SMP requirements by the Court.

**INTERSEX IN AUSTRALIAN LAW AND “SEX REASSIGNMENT”**

Medical intervention on intersex children that are not \textit{Gillick} competent should properly be an SMP. As a result, the current practice in Australia is wrong. The psycho-social reasons given for performing these procedures reflect an outdated and discriminatory approach to the understanding of sex and gender in Australia. The law has demonstrated that it recognises and adopts these understandings in existing case law concerning SMPs in the Family Court involving transgender children and teens. In those cases, the Court is very concerned that the types of procedures featuring in the “treatment” of intersex children seem to involve the same considerations that have necessarily required court authorisation. Medical practitioners who perform these operations on intersex children, in the absence of a life-threatening complication or without the approval of the Family Court under SMPs, expose themselves to criminal and civil liability. The best approach to intersex children is to leave them alone and allow them to make decisions about their sexual morphology and identity when they attain competence to give their own consent.

On 1 August 2013, amendments to the \textit{Sex Discrimination Act 1984} (Cth) provided a current accepted legal definition of intersex. This definition is also found within the \textit{Legislation Act 2001} (ACT),\(^\text{120}\) and refers to intersex as a “status” rather than as a “sex”:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Intersex status means the status of having of physical, hormonal, or genetic features that are:
  \begin{itemize}
    \item (a) neither wholly female nor wholly male; or
    \item (b) a combination of male and female; or
    \item (c) neither female nor male.\(^\text{121}\)
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
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With this legal recognition of intersex as something defined outside the medical realm as something other than purely a medical disorder, the psycho-social justifications for sex-affecting surgery on children are immediately diminished. Arguments that children must be physically categorised as either male or female with a degree of urgency are no longer valid, and the medical call for “normalisation” is similarly outdated. It is no longer arguable that intersex is a status recognised only by medicine, or that it is a condition or disorder that must immediately be brought to an acceptable, ordered, healthy state. Once intersex is accepted as an example of diversity of sexual physiology rather than as a medical disorder, medical responses cannot be seen to fulfil an adequate definition of “treatment”. The question of the therapeutic nature of “treatment” for intersex can therefore be resolved unequivocally: non-emergency procedures that are not essential to life-sustaining function are non-therapeutic.

Furthermore, with the added weight of governmental guidelines,123 State and Territory legislation,124 and case law125 also acknowledging that neither sex nor gender need be simply male or female, the legal processes involved in sex-reassignment procedures for transgender persons, and sex-assignment procedures for intersex persons become identical. Intersex infants are not children with no sex or sex identity: in the eyes of the law they are children with sex other than purely male or female. The process of surgically allocating these children to a male or female sex morphology, then, is also a sex reassignment in legal terms. Sex reassignment of children has been considered at length, over a period of decades, by the Family Court.

To the extent that the law is concerned with medical detail, the medical processes involved in gender reassignments of transgender teens and pre-teens are very similar to some of the “treatment” recommended for intersex infants. Sex reassignment is a multi-staged process when referring to sex reassignment from male to female, or female to male, which the majority of the relevant Family Court cases concern. It is described as being conducted in three key stages. If the child has not yet completed full puberty, the first stage involves the prescription of hormonal medication to prevent puberty in the sex of birth between the ages of approximately 12 and 16 years.126 The second stage, consisting of hormonal medication prescribed after the age of 16,127 induces puberty in the so-called “destination” sex. The third stage is surgery, which can include modification to the genitals, secondary sex characteristics, and/or general body shape. Stages 2 and 3 are not reversible for the purposes of establishing whether they constitute SMPs.128

All reported Family Court cases concerning sex reassignment from male to female or non-Gillick-competent children who were able to express their wishes have never received court authorisation for complete Stage 3 sex-reassignment surgery. Meanwhile, exactly the same sort of surgical intervention is being carried out on intersex children who cannot communicate their wishes, with no oversight of the Court at all.129
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In part this has been considered allowable by the labelling of surgery on the bodies of intersex children as “normalisation”, and the labelling of intersex as a “disorder”. This labelling is increasingly untenable when Australian law recognises intersex as a legally accepted sex. It has also been considered allowable by the categorisation of medical procedures on the bodies of intersex infants being labelled sex assignment, rather than reassignment; however, as Australian law recognises that sex is not confined to male and female, medical efforts to ensure intersex infants fit the physical representation of one of those two sexes cannot accurately be referred to as sex assignment.

The procedures conducted on intersex infants are fundamentally similar to those conducted on transgender children, but with one significant difference: in “treatment” for intersex, surgery is often performed first, with hormonal and other medical intervention following to ensure that the infant’s body continues to function in the sex it has purportedly been assigned. The stages the Family Court perceives to be highly invasive and irreversible and therefore to require court approval for transgender children are the very same stages that the medical profession are conducting on intersex children, preferably under the age of two, with no legal oversight whatsoever.

By way of labelling sex reassignment for transgender children and teens as an SMP, the Court is pursuing the objective of protecting children from their own and their parents’ decisions, and ensuring the child’s best interests are upheld. The Court’s role and responsibility is to protect intersex children in the same way: if a less invasive stage of the same procedure is regulated for teens and pre-teens, then there is even stronger reason for a more invasive stage to be regulated by courts for babies and young children. Failure to regulate for the protection of intersex children, while regulating the same procedure for the protection of children and teens who in the eyes of the law are also infants, represents a significant legal inconsistency.

If both have the same legal outcome, and both fulfil the legal requirements for SMPs, there is no obvious reason for the law to treat intersex children any differently from the way the law treats transgender children and teens. There appears to be an inherent conflict within Australian law: it offers strong protection to one group of children from harms against their bodies and their sex and gender identities, but does not protect another. If a less invasive stage of the same procedure is regulated for teens and pre-teens, then there is even stronger reason for a more invasive stage to be regulated for babies.

As medical interventions on intersex children are properly categorised as SMPs, consent cannot be provided for such “treatment” by legal guardians. Medical practitioners who conduct surgical and other medical procedures on intersex children without approval from the Court open themselves to criminal and civil liability. Consent is a defence to criminal assault, but if consent has not been given validly the defence is not effective. The seriousness of assault increases with the damage inflicted on the body, so surgeons conducting sex assignment on intersex children could face severe criminal charges up to and including grievous bodily harm. Every medical professional who persists with psycho-socially motivated sex-assignment procedures on intersex children without court approval remains at risk of criminal liability.

So too consent is a defence to trespass to the person under tort, but if the consent has not been validly given the defence is not effective. Adults who have undergone sex assignment as children report that the procedures significantly impact their lives, in some cases leading them to require further
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physical interventions as extreme as sex-reassignment surgery as adults.\textsuperscript{137} The psychological impact of childhood sex-affecting medical “treatment” can also be severe, affecting self-identity as well as psychological wellbeing.\textsuperscript{128} The quantum of damages increases with the damage inflicted, so doctors and surgeons conducting sex assignment on intersex children could face significant awards made against them. Every medical professional who persists with psycho-socially motivated sex-assignment procedures on intersex children without court approval remains at risk of civil liability.

Between January 2015 and April 2016 inclusive, 24 judgments concerning transgender teens were released by the Family Court of Australia.\textsuperscript{139} In 20 of these cases, the issue of genital surgery was avoided entirely due to findings that the transgender applicants, aged between 15 and 17, were \textit{Gillick} competent.\textsuperscript{140} The decisions rendered each applicant thereby entitled to authorise their own medical procedures, including surgery as well as hormonal treatment.\textsuperscript{141} These cases appear to indicate a trend towards a court preference for self-determination by transgender children; and even in those cases in which the applicant was not found \textit{Gillick} competent, the Court placed significant weight on the child’s own wishes in finding that the procedures requested were in the best interests of the child.

These recent judgments each constitute an acknowledgment by the Family Court that people should, wherever possible, be permitted to make decisions that affect their own sex and/or gender identity and expression. Until intersex children are able to make legally competent decisions about their own bodies, the role of the Family Court remains “to ensure that the best interests of children are met” and that means delaying non-reversible surgical interventions.\textsuperscript{142} Sex reassignments of intersex infants should only be considered in cases that are urgent; otherwise, decisions as to sex reassignment should “reasonably await the acquisition of \textit{Gillick} competence”.\textsuperscript{143} Authorisation of non-therapeutic invasion into children’s bodies, and manipulation of children’s sex, should never be permitted “if there is any real possibility that, at some future time, the child will acquire the capacity and maturity to choose”.\textsuperscript{144}

**CONCLUSION**

The current practice of medical intervention on the bodies of intersex children in Australia is wrong. It is wrong because the level of intervention on the child’s body should properly be seen as an SMP and as such requires the oversight of the Family Court. It is further wrong because the underlying psycho-social motivations, based on a binary conception of sex, are outdated and, indeed, are discriminatory under Australian law. Finally, it is wrong because where the Family Court is being asked to approve SMPs that involve transgender children the Court does not approve the sort of extreme and invasive surgery that is being routinely performed on intersex children under the age of
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two. Medical practitioners who perform these operations on intersex children, in the absence of a life-threatening complication or without the approval of the Family Court under SMPs, expose themselves to criminal and civil liability. The best and most legally appropriate approach to intersex children is to leave them alone and allow them to make decisions about their sexual morphology when they attain competence to give their own consent.